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Clay was put out as it had been some of the week already. I don’t think it’s absolutely necessary to 
add something different every day - after all I don’t add something different when I use a pencil and 
paper. I might try and look at something differently, I might use different softness of pencil or 
texture of paper but I could easily carry on with the same pencil and paper for a long while - maybe 
that’s because I have 62 years of drawing a lot behind me? If initial interest wains isn’t that our job 
partly - to re-ignite an interest from the original novelty?  
 There is so much to explore with clay and I do try, although often unsuccessfully, not to add 
different tools early on, but maybe to try and find out as many possibilities without adding anything. 
BUT as usual I am going to contradict myself here - because part of me says often enough in my 
head and in practice - why not go the other way and offer ALL the possibilities/ tools? So later 
children can make decisions on what might catch their interest?  Usual conundrums eh? Do we 
explore the mechanics and basic instructions about a new material before we experiment? I really 
don’t know what do you think? The thing is too that working with early years means that you will, 
as an adult, discover and learn different uses or things to do with an object or material from a child 
that you wouldn’t have imagined yourself.   
Here’s a bit of what happened in yellow class that day  

I definitely demonstrated some things - I rolled the clay between my hands to make ‘worms/ 
snakes/sausages’ I rolled the clay in circular movements to make spheres - instructions eh?  
demonstration?  

Quite a few of the children were able to follow this  

M: I made a snail  

Me: you making the head? - bit of a closed question except maybe I 
felt Millie could manage this - or I’m making an excuse ?- this came up 
later with Cassie and Robina - how to ask questions to children about 
their artwork as they are making it or have just finished it. It isn’t black 
and white or right and wrong and of course sometimes we say things 
that we later think - Oh that doesn’t quite work- you can’t be ‘on alert’ 
all the time - the best way is to be a ‘natural’ as possible isn’t it? 
EXCEPT - hahaha - saying to a child ”Is that Mummy ?” or “What are 
you drawing?” means that the child might , or an adult would too, feel 
that they had to ‘invent’ what they were doing or give an answer to a 
question they hadn’t yet created? - Oh dear I really am on one. Next 
week I’m just going to try and post pictures and comments by the 
children without accompanying opinions!!  

M: No, I’m making eyes.  Phew I got out of that one then!  

I’m not sure who was in these photos M?   

 



 

Pooh look at that little circle on the left - just spotted that.    

I also showed how after rolling a sausage it could be stood upright or bent over to make a bridge - 
there, a lot of instruction in answer to the above! I might have just negated some of the discussion 
above - not saying I’m right in what I’m doing mind you-   

 
E: a rainbow A: It’s a rocket ship… it’s a jumping house (lovely thought)  

  



 

  

Z: A woodie  

                                                                               By A above   

 
In the afternoon - I did put out tools - oh I am so impatient, contrary and don't keep to my ideas!!! 
Full on tool explosion here. Utter contradiction Sumray  

Those that I noted interacted with the clay were L, B, Z, A, N, M, E, A, C (who made ‘a scary dog’), 
N (who cut the delicate flattened squares and rectangles) E  
Here's a few links to working with clay - the first 2 are from 2016 and the Froebel one is more 
recent. (well the pamphlet not Froebel)  

 https://www.nurseryworld.co.uk/features/article/enabling-environments-collections-break-themould  

https://eyfs.info/articles.html/teaching-and-learning/creative-diaries-clay-work-in-the-early-

yearsr203/  

https://www.froebel.org.uk/uploads/documents/FT-Exploring-Clay-Pamphlet.pdf  

Painting in yellow.   
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Of course there was still lots of painting happening which is always joyous in this school.  T was 
using his finger to make marks,  
T: Stomping he declared when Robina asked him 
what he was painting (again this contradicts what I 
was saying earlier about asking what someone is 
painting because what a fantastic answer this is - 
help me out here someone ??)  
 Then, a bit later I noticed he’d chosen a brush to 
make similar sized marks, and now I notice as I  
post the picture, they also reflect a pattern on his 
jumper?  
A was using 2 brushes at one and black paint and 
later went onto having 3 brushes on the go  

H (and I’m not sure if this picture below is his) did 
quite a few lovely paintings where he chooses 
different colours to cover the page.   

 It’s easy to be attracted to those paintings 
and drawings that are the beginning of 

representations - doesn’t every, or at least most 
Nurseries use those kind of drawings in their 

logos? They are really lovely - the signs of being 
relatively new in a world of discovering. Hana 

started a painting   

H: This is rabbit.   

Then later as she decided to draw more ‘figures - 
that’s how painting and drawing goes sometimes isn’t it? you don’t necessarily know or plan what 
you are going to paint or draw but by starting it gives you ideas, so in H’s case, without any 
questions from me she offered this as she changed her mind about it being a rabbit and even 
though it might have had long lines like  “ears; it became   
H: This is my daddy, this is my sister  I wasn’t sure about asking her this but I noticed her looking 
at the picture and so I offered “ nose? “ which she added and then body? Which I don’t normally 
offer without demonstrating but H thought about it, looked for quite a bit of time, seemed to 
comprehend and then, slightly surprised me by putting a circular shape below the head.  
 
 
 

And again taking pictures without examining the  



subject I now see she had drawn a line across 
 the 2 verticals that had been rabbit’s ears.    

   
   

Just to finish o ff  these ramblings 2 photos that might tell a  
di ff erent story although I’m not sure what. As we know we are  

immediately attracted to the ‘figurative pieces like  H’s  but I later  
found this had been made on the board without paper - very  
delicious too I thought - do you think so or is that just my  
taste? The other photo I think was done from somebody from  
green group, a boy but I’m sorry I can’t remember who -  but I  
find it intriguing too. He was absorbed in the ‘wheels’ and the  
‘figure ‘ on the right is quite circular too - anybody know who  
might have done this as you do know the children so well?   


